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1. INTRODUCTION 

This document summarises my current thinking on CSEx and the options for rule changes for the future of 

the event. 

2. CURRENT SITUATION 

CSEx is a very high profile event which is beginning to attract global interest. It is the fastest and longest 

cartie race in the UK and is without doubt the most prestigious event currently being run. In 2011, several 

carties reported top speeds in excess of 70mph, compared to top speeds in the mid 60s the previous year. 

However, some of the carties were clearly extremely difficult to handle at those speeds, and there were 4 

instances of loss of control at speed while travelling in a straight line with no other vehicles in the vicinity. 

Speeds have increased, but build quality in terms of steering, chassis, brakes and stability have not kept 

pace. 

3. PROJECTION 

The fastest racers are getting close to the estimated terminal velocity for the track, which is realistically 

somewhere in the region of 80mph. As other teams develop their carties, it is inevitable that more and 

more of them will reach these speeds, raising the prospect of more and more carties racing wheel to wheel 

at high speed. 

If no steps are taken to address this, it is only a matter of time before a competitor or a spectator is 

seriously injured. 

4. CONSIDERATIONS 

The things that make CSEx unique – the speeds, the length and challenges of the course and the head to 

head racing – need to be protected in order to maintain the event’s appeal. We have to recognise that a 

large part of the attraction to the competitors and the spectators is the perceived risks involved, and that it 

would be very damaging to the event if it were to be seen to be “sanitized”.  

5. OPTIONS 

The status quo is not an option. I am not prepared to be involved with running CSEx in its current form. 

(Paradoxically, I would have absolutely no hesitation in taking part as a competitor). 

The options are; 

1. Stop running the event 

2. Find someone who is happy to run the event with the current risk exposure 

3. Allow the speeds to increase, and  mitigate the risks by dramatically improving build quality and 

spectator safety 
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4. Reduce speeds 

Option 1 is certainly the easiest and cheapest, but is also likely to be the least popular with everyone except 

my wife. 

I’d be entirely happy with option 2 as well, although experience suggests that volunteers may be hard to 

find. 

Option 3 is not viable without a great deal of expense, both in terms of event costs and also for the teams, 

many of whom would have to rebuild from scratch (but would most likely simply not compete). The 

barriers to taking part would be significant and the event would become too exclusive. It would be very 

difficult for new teams to get involved. We would also have a large competency gap in terms of our ability 

to draft specifications that are fit for purpose and also our ability to assess the suitability of the machines. 

In short – it is going to be impossible to make this step up in the short term. 

The only option I see is number 4 – reduce speeds. However, there is a limit to the degree to which this can 

be done while still keeping the event’s attractiveness. I would suggest that we should aim for top speeds in 

the low to mid 60s (i.e. the speeds reached in 2010), which would mean CSEx is still the fastest race in the 

UK but would keep the carties further away from the edge of their performance envelope. 

There are several options for reducing speeds; 

1. Shorten the course 

2. Modify the course – chicanes 

3. Modify the cartie 

1. Shorten the course 

If the start line is lower down, the terminal velocity is reduced. The fastest part of the course is between 

Dead Tree and the Allt Mor Bridge, and in order to reduce the speeds there, the start line would need to be 

well below Sugar Bowl, giving a course length of less than a mile.  

Verdict: Will significantly reduce the appeal of the event. 

2. Chicanes 

Chicanes would seem at first to offer an easy solution. However, they are problematic for several reasons. 

1. They rely on the good sense and judgement of the driver to be effective. Experience suggests that 

these commodities are in short supply. Safety measures which rely on the good sense and 

judgement of the drivers tend to be ineffective. 

2. They cannot be used on high speed sections of the course, since carties do not react well to being 

asked to simultaneously decelerate hard and change direction at speed. They need to be used on 

relatively slow sections of the course to bring speeds down from – say – 30mph to about 10mph. In 

order to reduce speeds at Dead Tree, we would need a series of two or three chicanes at Sugar 

Bowl. 

3. Chicanes require extra barriers, and hence more expense and more manpower needed to manage 

them. 
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4. Chicanes are accident magnets. We would need more first aiders to cover them as well as The 

Switch. 

5. The chicane cannot be set out until the road is closed and must be removed before it is opened 

again. We have the road closure from 6pm until ~10.30, and rigging up/removing the chicanes 

would take out at least 40 minutes of race time. 

6. The chicanes would need to be moved to allow the tow vehicles up and down the track, and then 

put back for racing. They would also need to be reset after collisions. This would require several 

marshals assigned to this task. 

In summary - of questionable effectiveness for reducing risks, will require more marshals (we barely had 

enough this year, remember), more expense (passed on to the teams) and more work, and will give us less 

time to race.  

Verdict:  Teams will need to pay higher entry fees and give a greater commitment to assisting the event for 

less racing. Not a vote winner. 

3. Modify Carties 

We know what makes carties go fast – high mass, low wind resistance, light and skinny wheels. Therefore 

we know how to make them slow too – reduce mass, increase drag and use fat heavy wheels. This is the 

reasoning behind some of the suggested changes to the construction spec’. 

Mass 

Reducing overall mass would reduce speeds. However, teams need to be able to build robust carties 

without having to cut corners on strength to meet weight limits. Also, if we reduced the maximum weight, 

some teams would have no option but to remove structural mass. This would be counterproductive for 

overall safety. 

Also – the two fastest carties at CSEx2011 were also among the lightest, so simply reducing weight is not 

necessary going to deliver huge speed reductions. 

However, at the moment it is entirely legal to build and race a cartie weighting (say) 35Kg and then ballast 

it up to over 80Kg. I am not convinced that this is wise. Therefore, I suggest no longer allow removable 

ballast. This will make carties 10Kg lighter (on average) and up to 40Kg in some cases. It would seem likely 

that instead of running at lower weights, the teams will add structural mass instead. This is not necessarily 

a bad thing. 

Wheels/Tyres 

There seems to be an anecdotal link between speeds and wheel/tyre size. Basically – small skinny wheels 

go faster. However, if we simply mandated (say) 20” wheels, then carties built for CSEx would be at a 

disadvantage elsewhere. Therefore, instead of limiting wheel size we can require fatter, heavier tyres. This 

is reversible – teams can still use their Schwalbe Kojak’s elsewhere, just not at Cairngorm. 

Also – max’  size 22” as bigger wheels do seem to pringle rather too easily. Should also probably ban ‘old 

skool’ plastic spoked BMX wheels too. 
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Drag 

Probably the most controversial change, but also the most effective in reducing speeds. My calculations are 

that we can take 10mph off the top speeds of the fastest carties by fitting drag plates to the carties. As with 

the other changes, this is reversible and can be removed when racing elsewhere so teams are not 

disadvantaged. Drag also affects the slower carties less.  

In fact, they could even be removed during the race if necessary. For example – if there is a howling head 

wind that stops anyone getting over 50mph anyway. 

It also has some other useful possibilities for future consideration; 

 Larger “practice plates” during practice sessions while teams learn the course? 

 Different size plates for handicap races? 

Verdict: Effective means of reducing speeds without extra event costs or effort, not changes to course 

layout, easy for teams to implement and simple to remove for racing elsewhere.  


